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Big developments underway
From banks to a school
campus, investments in
community find support
BLAIR EMERSON

Bismarck Tribune

 ig banks and big developments.
B
There are a number of new construction projects underway or
planned to be built within the next
year or two in Bismarck.
Two new banks are being built,
First International Bank & Trust and
First Western Bank & Trust. Both are
large, multistory buildings that plan
to lease space.
A huge, new campus for St.
Mary’s Central High School is already under construction in north
Bismarck. The campus is being built
for a a growing number of students
entering the Light of Christ Catholic
Schools system.
Here’s a look at developments in
Bismarck.

Gateway to Science Center

The science museum in Bismarck
is scheduled for a major upgrade.
The monumental, new Gateway
to Science Center will be built overlooking the Missouri River and will
be visible from Interstate 94.
“The idea of this larger facility has been part of the plan, part
of the vision, since day one,” said
Beth Demke, executive director of
the center.
The Gateway to Science Center
started at the Gateway Mall (not
the reason for its name) in 1995, and
then moved to its current facility in
2005, Demke said. The original idea
for Gateway to Science was started
with Frank Koch, a chemistry professor at Bismarck State College
who recognized a need for a setting
for informal science exploration.
Phase one of the new facility contains 40,000 square feet of space,
including more space for exhibits.
In the current facility, there is about
2,500 square feet of exhibit space,
and the gallery reaches capacity at
about 50 people.
The new, spacious center will accommodate exhibits, that will feature various areas of STEM — science, technology, engineering and
mathematics — as well as energy,
agriculture, health, transportation,
water and weather. There will also
be an education wing with a laboratory classroom and theater space.
The project is split into two
phases. At the end of the phases, the
building will feature 65,000 square
feet.
The structure was carefully designed to align with the bluff of the
land, and there was geotech surveying done to determine how to place
the building, Demke said.
“Everything we do is very scientific. We didn’t want to just build a
box on a hill, we wanted to make sure
it ... follows the topography and folTOM STROMME, TRIBUNE lows along the geotech survey that
Final construction details on the Bismarck home of First International Bank & Trust are being completed with a spring finish date expected for the project on
Please see DEVELOPMENTS, Page H6
State Street and Divide Avenue. Above, workers begin dismantling scaffolding after installing glass panels on the six-story landmark structure.

Downtown advocates seek rail trail, depot projects
Main Avenue lane
conversion most visible
change to the landscape

“I feel pretty good about
where we’re at with the
master plan. A lot of
time with these plans,
they just sit on a shelf.
It’s encouraging for us
that some progress has
been made.”

JESSICA HOLDMAN

Bismarck Tribune

Five of 13 downtown initiatives
have seen progress made as part of a
redevelopment plan that established
a five-year schedule for completion.
“That’s a pretty aggressive timeline,” said Kate Herzog, of the
Downtown Business Association of
Bismarck.
Now into the fifth year of the
Downtown Bismarck Subarea
Plan, adopted in December 2013,
three of the five projects that have
seen movement are described as
“game-changers.”
“I feel pretty good about where
we’re at with the master plan,” Herzog said. “A lot of time with these
plans, they just sit on a shelf. It’s encouraging for us that some progress
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Kate Herzog, of the Downtown
Business Association of Bismarck
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Bismarck’s downtown centerpiece, the historic Northern Pacific Railroad
Depot, is undergoing extensive renovation with plans calling for a German
beer hall and a park in front of the building with an ice skating rink.
has been made.”
The one visible project — the conversion of a portion of Main Avenue
from four lanes to three — has been
controversial.

The Bismarck City Commission
voted to make the Main Avenue
lane conversions permanent this
summer after studying it for about
two years.

Critics have complained of the
slow-moving traffic as a result of
the reconfiguration, but downtown
business owners also report positive
responses from their customers.
Work on the other four projects
remains behind the scenes, including development of a public plaza at
the former train depot, lane reductions and pedestrian friendly street
improvements on Fifth Street from
Rosser Avenue to the Kirkwood Mall

and construction of a convention
center hotel next door to the Bismarck Event Center.
As for the depot plaza development, local restaurateur Dale Zimmerman has laid plans.
Zimmerman is working on opening a German brewery, restaurant
and event center in the former depot
building. He said he wants to complete those projects before turning
his eye to the public plaza, which
would include a public skating rink
and a multipurpose public gathering
space. Zimmerman plans to develop
the project through a group of private investors but no timeline has
been set.
A convention center hotel is still
being worked on, according to Bruce
Whittey of Bismarck Industries, a
group of local investors.
Bismarck Industries had been
involved in plans for the proposed
mixed-use FiveSouth Development
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